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The right balance

Balanced counterassertion: a study
in wireless patent
rivalry
Patent assertion is a mainstream
business tool in the wireless sector.
Understanding the dynamics that
underpin the process will lead to
more effective strategies and a
higher chance of success
By Art Monk
There has been much controversy regarding
transactions in the patent market involving
Nortel, Google, Motorola, Apple, Nokia and
others. Some have stated that a patent
bubble is at hand and is driving patent
valuations upward. Similar valuations are
not being seen in other patent markets, so
one conclusion is that what has been
causing patent valuations in the wireless
communications market to rise is an
imbalance of IP protection among rival
operating companies – particularly
involving the more recent computer-centric
smartphone entrants that are threatening to
edge out the established voice-centric
mobile phone companies.
This imbalance has evolved because
shipment volumes and market shares of
newer participants have grown much faster
than their ability to generate patents.
Patents are needed by these entities to
protect their inventions and give them
monopoly power to make headway in the
new markets based on those same
inventions. They are also needed to use as
bargaining chips in negotiations with
established rivals that are employing their
mature patent portfolios to hold up and/or
tax the new market entrants.
Since the launch of Android in
November 2007, Google and its Android
manufacturing partners have grown from
zero to a 38% market share for smartphone
10 Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012

handsets. Up to Google’s acquisition of
Motorola (the transaction has yet to close),
Google held roughly 800 patents in its own
name that were largely related to software
and search algorithms, but very little that
read on the wireless telephony space.
Google was thus exposed to patent
assertions by competitors which it could
not respond to with counterclaims because
it did not own patents that read on the
product lines of its adversaries.
This last comment is central to the
discussion because it helps us to understand
why Google, or any other competitor in such
a position, would need to acquire wireless
communications patents that read on its
adversaries. An example of the rivalry that is
symptomatic of the issue is Microsoft, an
operating system provider that has been
busy asserting its extensive patent portfolio
against Android licensees, raising their costs
while diminishing future gross margins
through royalty agreements. Events such as
these cause one to reflect on the IP
dynamics in this market and the
fundamentals of counterbalancing the patent
assertions of operating companies which
may come to visit with patents in hand.
Much is likely to be written on aspects
of the rivalry that we are seeing play out in
this market. It is the focus of this article,
however, to look narrowly at the
implications of IP counter-assertion and
the patent-driven forces between the rival
operating companies in this space.
Balanced counter-assertion
The fact that roughly 80% of patent cases
are settled out of court, and that
approximately 15% are resolved without
trial through findings of non-infringement
or invalidity (see Mark A Lemley & Carl
Shapiro, Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking),
underscores the point that much of the
www.iam-magazine.com
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Figure 1. Derivation of the balanced counter-assertion relationship
The fundamental assertion impact balance
concept showing the net difference
between assertion impacts.

Assertion Impact
of Alpha on Beta

Assertion Impact
of Beta on Alpha

Variables for portfolio quality (Q),
number of patents (N), royalty rate per
patent (R), annual unit shipments (V),
and unit price (P) are used to calculate
the assertion impact of each adversary.
is set to zero and the annual unit
volume for the market (M) times the
market share (S) is substituted for (V).
Q and R are recognised as being
identical for each adversary and P is
approximately equal on both sides due
to competitive forces
Like variables are cancelled to yield the
core balance conditions and a formula
for calculating the number of patents Na
that one needs to counter-assert for a
balanced assertion impact.

rivalry between patent-laden operating
companies occurs out of court in
boardrooms, with the courts providing
leverage to the negotiators by acting as a
forum of last resort. It is appropriate, then,
to consider the landscape that patent
negotiators must traverse before ever
arriving in court in their efforts to gain
economic and strategic advantage for the
operating companies they represent.
With both the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit (CAFC) and the International
Trade Commission (ITC) jammed with
patent cases, very few patents actually get
to be tested in court, yet it is an observable
fact that rival wireless communications
companies either own or are seeking to own
many thousands of patents – far more
patents than could ever be brought through
the courts if asserted or counter-asserted.
Accordingly, extrajudicial dialogue of
necessity takes place between rivals by
paying visits from one to the other to
discuss patent infringement backed up by
claims charts and, of course, the many
thousands of other like patents which the
visiting adversary holds that assuredly
apply to the products offered by their host
and counterparty.
Much of this dialogue is invisible to the
outside world. This leads to the notion that
the market for patent transactions is nontransparent and thus models, ratios and
heuristics may be the only tools we have to
understand the dynamics in such
discussions and the transactions that are
eventually consummated because of them.
With the vision of adverse parties sitting
down to discuss patent infringement
matters backed up by thousands of patents,
it is of interest to understand at a high level
www.iam-magazine.com

the basis for their dialogue in terms of the
scale of their holdings and the assertion
impact they may have. At a high level,
wireless industry patent assertion and
counter-assertion models involve:
• The unit shipment volumes of both
adversaries.
• The number of patents held by each
adversary that are infringed by its
counterparty.
• The royalty rates that each might claim
against the other’s infringing shipment
volume.
• The prices of the infringing products
when sold to end users.
• The scale of court-awarded damages if
agreement cannot be reached.
In these matters negotiations proceed to
the point where the financial impacts in
each direction are quantified based on the
patents held and the shipment volumes of
either party, and the net difference becomes
the territory for discussion. If one has no
patents to counter-assert, the net difference
is very large. It is exactly this gap that
Google has endeavoured to close with the
major acquisitions it has made in the past
six months (three from IBM and one from
Motorola). Reducing or eliminating such
assertion impact differences is the focus
of every IP department involved in patent
litigation.
The assertion impact balance model
The model introduced here is grounded on
the concept of countervailing assertion
impact values and the difference between
these values when computed in favour of
each adversary. As the competitive rivalry
in the wireless communications space has
Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012 11
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Figure 2. The worldwide smartphone market
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Figure 3. Counter-assertion ratios
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1.95
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evolved to patent assertions and counterassertions between operating companies,
models that focus on such adversarial
interactions among the rival operating
companies are of interest.
In this model we envision two
adversaries, Alpha and Beta, which are
operating companies with similar products
competing in the market, and we define the
assertion impact difference as shown in the
top line of Figure 1. If the parties negotiate
to the point that they agree about the
assertion impacts coming from both sides,
then a cross-licence is struck between them
for the patents they assert (possibly their
entire portfolio), and a balancing payment is
made from one party to the other that is
12 Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012

38.0%

0.63
1.58

Nokia
Android

reflective of the quantity which represents
the difference in assertion impacts. This
balancing payment will typically involve a
lump sum, along with an annual royalty
assessed against future shipments.
How many patents does one need to
counter-assert so becomes zero? If each
entity determines a royalty value for its
adversary’s flow of infringing units based on
an average unit price (P) times the volume
shipped (V), multiplied by a royalty rate per
patent (R) times the number (N) of
infringed patents it asserts, and further if a
patent quality metric (Q) is used by both
sides to reduce portfolios in size to those
patents that are truly effective, then the
second row of Figure 1 represents the kind
www.iam-magazine.com
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Figure 4. Balanced counter-assertion ratio; Leader v The Rest (of the market)
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of relationship we can set up to describe
the situation.
For the purpose of this discussion, we
are interested in countervailing assertion
impacts relating to a specific product type
(eg, smartphone handsets) and assume that
average prices of the two adversaries’
products are approximately the same
because they compete vigorously in the
same market. Further, we assume that the
parties make the entirely reasonable
determination that the royalty rates per
patent of Alpha against Beta are the same as
those for Beta against Alpha.
With these assumptions, we can answer
the question about what is needed for Δ to
become zero. Our analysis produces a ratio
relationship in the bottom row of Figure 1
for the number of patents Na that Alpha
must counter-assert against Beta to achieve
assertion impact balance after Beta has
asserted Nb patents against Alpha. The
market shares of the adversaries are given
by Sa and Sb, and these quantities appear in
the analysis by virtue of the fact that the
shipment volume (V) for each adversary is
equal to its market share times the total
annual unit shipments for the market
within the region in question.
A few implications of this ratio include,
for instance:
• If the market share for Nokia’s
Symbian-powered handsets is 24% and
the market share for Google’s Androidpowered handsets is 38% (see market
share chart in Figure 2), then Google will
need to counter-assert 1.58 (38/24)
times the number of patents that Nokia
might assert against Google to at least
balance the assertion impact stemming
from an initial assertion by Nokia.
www.iam-magazine.com

Balanced counter-assertion ratio

•

•

•

If the adversaries discount the patent
numbers by saying, “Only 3% of your
patents are worth anything; 80% have
no value and the remaining 17% are just
so-so”, and they decide to assign
weighting factors for each of these three
categories (eg, 1.0, 0 and 0.5) the
resultant quality discount factor (eg,
88.5%) cancels out completely if it is
reasonably applied in both directions.
Any first-order patent quality metric
that is linear in the variable N and is
used by both sides will have no effect.
As one adversary continues to increase
market share while the other maintains
its share, it will also need to increase the
number of patents that it has available
to assert against its adversary to
maintain an assertion impact balance.
An adversary with a small market share
holding a modest number of patents can
force an adversary with a large market
share to counter-assert a large number
of patents since the number of patents
that the large entity must assert to
balance the impact of the small entity
depends on the inverse of the smaller
entity’s market share.

Using N, the number of patents in a
portfolio, is a necessary tactic forced by the
need to build a rational model. While the
economic impact of a specific patent is
actually determined by its contribution to
the value of the whole product in cases
involving a few patents, such a
measurement is impossible to calculate in
the abstract when thousands of patents are
being asserted by adversarial operating
companies in boardroom confrontations.
Were the asserted patents owned
Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012 13
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Figure 5. The adversary and market views

Adversary view

In this form, if one adversary asserts a set number
of patents per market share point, then the other
adversary must at least match the number of
patents per market share point based on its
market share for assertion impact balance

Attributes of each adversary
are depicted on each side.
The key quantity is “patents
per market share point”

Market view
This form indicates that the patent assertion ratio
(changes in time) must match the adversaries’
market share ratio (changes relatively slowly in
time) to obtain assertion impact balance

Attributes of the market are
depicted on each side. The
key quantity is “the market
share ratio”

Figure 6. The formal definition of the Xi function

Adversary view

Market view

individually by different patentees, royalty
stacking would be a concern, as it is
estimated that the typical mobile handset
already carries a royalty stack of 25% of
selling price at this time. The issue of
royalty stacking in these discussions is
moot because all of the patents are owned
and being enforced by a single adversary in
each direction. Each owner can decide to
accept a single small fractional percentage
per patent to advance the dialogue in this
regard. Accordingly, we observe that the
royalty rate per patent R does not appear in
the ratio balance relationship because it
cancels out.
When dealing with cases involving large
numbers of patents, a form of controlled
descent is invoked in which:
• The full portfolio of N patents is
referenced as a backdrop to a patent
14 Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012

•

•

pageant put on by each operating
company.
Pointed questions are put forward
regarding patent quality and each
adversary’s number N gets discounted
by each side. These discount factors
often cancel out as noted above.
A small number of patents are discussed
as proxies for the entire portfolio and
the negotiation proceeds from there. If
the adversaries cannot agree, court
action ensues in various venues.

Based on the Q1-2011 market share data
in Figure 2, we have calculated in Figure 3 a
table showing for wireless industry
competitors the number of patents an
adversary (in the left-hand column) would
need to counter-assert for each patent
asserted by various adversaries against them.
www.iam-magazine.com
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Figure 7. Topography of Xi

Xi-1>1>Xi
Xi-1=1=Xi
Xi-1<1<Xi

Alpha perspective of assertion impact balance
based on the inverse of Xi

Beta perspective of assertion impact balance
based on Xi

Alpha has asserted not enough patents to
establish balance
Alpha has asserted exactly enough patents
to establish balance
Alpha has asserted more than enough patents
to establish balance

Beta has asserted more than enough patents to
establish balance
Beta has asserted exactly enough patents to
establish balance
Beta has asserted not enough patents to
establish balance

Figure 8. Adversary view of balanced counter-assertion based on the Xi function for
both adversaries

For example, reading across the rows in
Figure 3, we see that Apple would need 1.34
patents (19.5/14.5) for every patent that
might be asserted by Research In Motion
(RIM) should RIM come calling to enforce
its patent rights. In the case of Microsoft,
reading across its row, we see how few
patents Microsoft needs relative to its
adversaries to balance any assertion impact
due to its very low market share. This is
further amplified if we compare Microsoft
with Nokia in counter-assertions against
RIM. Nokia needs 1.66 patents (24.0/14.5)
for each patent that RIM might assert, yet
Microsoft needs only 0.24 patents (3.5/14.5)
for each RIM patent asserted against it.
Relatively, then, Nokia needs 6.9 times
(1.66/0.24) the number of patents per
asserted RIM patent than Microsoft needs
for a balanced counter-assertion.
www.iam-magazine.com

Alternatively, if one reads down the
column labelled Microsoft in Figure 3, one
sees that Google will need 10.86 patents
(38.0/3.5) for every patent that might be
asserted by Microsoft to balance the
assertion impact of Microsoft. Said another
way, and purely in terms of patent count, it
is more than 10 times easier for Microsoft
to generate a given assertion impact than
Google, because Microsoft’s small market
share (3.5%) appears in the denominator of
the calculation done earlier in this
paragraph. As this denominator gets
smaller, the ratio gets bigger. This makes
Microsoft doubly dangerous: not only has it
a small market share, but also it has a large
patent portfolio.
An alternative way to look at Figure 3 is
to use it as a tool for estimating the number
of patents one might need in a mobile
Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012 15
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wireless industry countersuit to at least
balance the impact of an adversary. For
instance, should Apple assert five patents
against Google, Google would need a
countersuit involving at least 10 patents
(5 x 1.95) against Apple to balance the
assertion impact. This logic extends to
entire portfolios needed to protect a
product line based on the inverse of the
controlled descent logic above.
Counter-assertion impact balance in a
two-participant market
If we consider a different scenario in which
we focus on a single market participant
Leader and then consider the adversary to
be the rest of the market (The Rest), the
market shares of the two adversaries will
always add up to 100% and we can
transform the assertion impact balance
equation by substituting S for the share of
Leader and (1-S) for the share of The Rest.
This leads to the formula provided at the
bottom right of Figure 4. The quantity in
brackets is the patent ratio for balanced
counter-assertion, and from the chart in
Figure 4 one can see that it rises very
steeply after the Leader passes beyond a
50% market share. At 75% market share,
the Leader will need three times the number
of patents to balance the assertion impact of
the The Rest, assuming that they all band
together against the Leader at once.
This scenario may not seem all that
likely, but it is worth noting that quite a
number of market participants (Apple,
Microsoft, RIM, EMC, Ericsson and Sony)
did band together to purchase the Nortel
portfolio at US$4.5 billion and thus keep it
away from Google. So such alliances are not
unprecedented.
Figure 4 shows the challenges faced by a
leading competitor that begins to dominate
a market in which patents can be deployed
to gain strategic advantage. The need to
balance assertion impacts means that the
market leader must acquire increasingly
more patents as it gains market share to
counterbalance the significant growth in its
unit shipments should a competitor assert
patents against them. As shown in Figure 4,
for instance, an entity holding a 90%
market share in such a market could need
as many as nine times the number of
patents held by the rest of the industry –
or at least be in a position to counter-assert
nine times the number of patents asserted
by adversaries that may be working in
combination.
Figure 5 provides two important
perspectives of assertion impact balance
that are available by recasting the balanced
16 Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012

Figure 9. Nokia v Apple: ITC venue assertion balance indicator Xi
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counter-assertion relationship shown in the
last row of Figure 1.
In the Adversary View, the first
adversary to assert is basically signalling the
value that it places on each of its market
share points in terms of patents per market
share point. Clearly, if the asserting
adversary’s market share is small and its
portfolio is large, it will be doubly hard for a
larger market share adversary to match the
opening valuation in a counter-assertion.
The Adversary View does show that as
an operating entity’s market share
diminishes to zero, the patents per market
share point for that entity diverges to
infinity. The entity becomes non-practising
because it is shipping nothing and it has a
huge assertion impact on any adversary it
targets. Many non-practising entities have
come into existence exactly this way –
product sales diminished to zero and they
jumped over to a business plan of
monetising their patents.
In the Market View, it is worth noting
that should negotiations break down and
the adversaries get into litigation, as the
suit and countersuit work their way through
the courts (years), the market shares of the
litigants continue to change over time.
Thus, what might have been a balanced
counter-assertion may no longer be so once
it comes time to award compensation for
damages in the suit and countersuit.
Typically, in major confrontations between
rivals, suits are filed in multiple
jurisdictions by each litigant and the patent
assertion ratio on the left of the “Market
view” equation oscillates back and forth
across the slowly changing value of the
market share ratio on the right-hand side.
www.iam-magazine.com
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Figure 10. Nokia v Apple: ITC venue Xi over 15 months
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Motion horizontally is due to changes in the ratio of market shares
Motion vertically is due to changes in the ratio of patents asserted

This last point was certainly the case
with the Nokia v Apple cases that started in
late 2009 and ran for 15 months. We
provide further detail on this particular
example, but suffice to say here that much
of the assertion impact that Nokia focused
on Apple arose through Nokia’s declining
market share as negotiations and litigation
proceeded. In the end, we believe that with
Apple’s aggressive entry into and
redefinition of the smartphone space, the
internal view that Apple must have had
about where its own market share was
going and the follow-on impact that would
have on Nokia’s market share led Apple
to capitulate.
The assertion balance indicator
Following on from the ratios just noted,
we can ask whether the actual number of
patents asserted by Beta and Alpha bears any
relationship to these ratios to get a sense of
how close the adversaries may be to
balanced assertion impact. In the real world,
it may be that Alpha was unaware of such
ratios or had insufficient patents in its
portfolio to counter-assert against Beta and
ultimately took actions that did not align
with this ratio criterion. To scale the degree
of distance that the adversaries are from
balance, we have created a form of error
function called Xi which takes the left-hand
side of either equation in Figure 5 and
divides it by the right-hand side using actual
patent counts and market shares. The
proximity that this ratio of ratios bears to
unity is an indicator of how close the parties
are to a balanced assertion impact. The
formal definition is provided in Figure 6.
The Market View and the Adversary
View as introduced in Figure 6 can be seen
www.iam-magazine.com

0.82

Market
share
ratio

to stem from the same block of four
variables on the left by inverting the various
ratios within it. The value of Xi is identical
for both views, but the ratios from which
they are formed are vastly different between
the two views and it would be wrong to
assume otherwise.
Since ratios of Na, Nb, Sa, and Sb are
needed to compute Xi, we have developed a
construct called Ratio Space which allows
us to portray Xi as a surface over the X:Y
plane, where X and Y represent the ratios
defined in Figure 6 for either the Adversary
View or the Market View.
Every point in the X:Y plane,
represented by the floor of the renderings in
Figure 7, is indexed by two separate ratios,
one on each of the X and Y axes. Xi function
values are plotted along Z above the plane
by calculating a third ratio given by Z = Y/X
for each point in the plane. One can
visualise the Xi function on a 3D graphing
calculator program by plotting Z = Y/X for
the Beta Perspective and Z = X/Y for the
Alpha Perspective. Only the quadrant (X
positive, Y positive) is worthy of study,
since the ratios involved do not have realworld negative values.
Both adversaries Alpha and Beta have
their own independent perspective
regarding the forces at work, since they
assert upon each other and each of them
feels the impact of counter-assertion upon
itself. This leads to the recognition that the
inverse of the Xi function has the role of
providing the opposing view of the
situation at any time, and thus the zones of
importance for adversaries Alpha and Beta
are portrayed as shown in Figure 7.
Using the Beta perspective at top right
in Figure 7, we note that the diagonal green
Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012 17
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line running across the space represents the
line of assertion impact balance with Xi
equal to unity. Xi is equal to unity along this
diagonal, since the ratios coming from each
axis are identical in value and thus, when
divided, produce unity. Travelling from the
origin along this line, if one strayed to the
right towards the yellow corner, one would
be walking in territory that is relatively flat
and where Xi is less than unity. In this
region, no mandatory increase is needed in
the number of patents asserted by Beta,
since from Beta’s perspective the present
imbalance is favourable. Should one stray
left while travelling the green line toward
us, however, they had best have climbing
gear as Xi would be rising quite steeply.
Further, Beta would need access to
additional patents that read on Alpha in this
region because the assertion impact
imbalance is unfavourable to Beta.
Using similar logic in Figure 7, with the
Alpha perspective and the inverse Xi
function, we see that in just those regions
where Beta has no mandatory action to take,
Alpha finds itself in a territory according to
its view where inverse Xi is greater than unity
and the assertion impact imbalance is not in
its favour. Accordingly, Alpha would need to
take action to reduce the imbalance by adding
patents to its assertion against Beta.
These surfaces are far from flat, yet
patent counter-assertion contests are tried
upon them daily. This portrayal of the
situation shows that this is very definitely
an adversarial zero-sum game, in that in
regions where Alpha is secure and needs to
take no action, Beta is exposed and insecure
and must take action. Taken together, these
two perspectives form a valley along the
green diagonal, as shown in Figure 8, such
that each adversary pushes towards the
valley floor the moment that it finds itself
forced uphill off the diagonal.
A property of the Xi function is that the
height of its surface above the X:Y plane is
equal to the factor needed to multiply an
incorrectly chosen patent count so that one
can determine the patents that must be
asserted to get back to balance. On the
uphill side of the green line, these numbers
get large rapidly for each adversary. The
charts shown here have a maximum value of
Xi equal to 15 and Xi has the value of unity
on the green assertion impact balance line.
An example application of the assertion
balance indicator (Xi) appears in Figures 9
and 10, which focus on the recent Nokia v
Apple cases before the ITC regarding claims
concerning patents and products in the
smartphone market. A number of other
suits and countersuits between the litigants
18 Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012

were launched contemporaneously in
Delaware, Germany, the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands; however, for
illustrative purposes this analysis is
restricted to the ITC case based on patent
assertion data published by Florian Mueller
(http://fosspatents.blogspot.com/).
In Figure 9 we go through the steps to
compute Xi in the right-hand column by
forming the Market Share and Patent
Assertion ratios from the data on the left.
We then take the ratio of these two ratios to
compute Xi.
In Figure 10 we plot the step-wise
progression of the Xi balance indicator from
the time (on the left) that both claims and
counterclaims were filed at the end of
December 2009 through to the time when
Nokia drove the Xi balance indicator in its
favour by filing a second suit in the ITC
(see page 17).
Inspecting these diagrams, we have
the following:
• Nokia’s market share decline from 38%
to 24% and Apple’s slight increase in
market share from 17% to 19% moved
the Apple on Nokia market share ratio
up from 0.421 to 0.792, thus driving the
balance indicator laterally across the X
axis of the ratio space in Figure 10. This
moved Nokia significantly towards
assertion impact balance because the
decline in Nokia’s market share reduced
Apple’s assertion impact on Nokia.
• The Xi balance indicator of 3.054 on
15th January 2010 in Figure 10 shows
that Apple initially had a much greater
assertion impact than Nokia after the
filing of the first ITC case. At that point
Nokia needed to assert more than three
times (the height of the Xi function at
that point) the patents it had in suit to
achieve a balanced assertion impact on
Apple in the ITC. Nokia would have
been in serious trouble in this venue if a
settlement were somehow forced upon
it by Apple at this stage.
• On 28th March 2011 Nokia turned the
tide in its favour by filing a second ITC
complaint adding seven patents in this
venue. This drove the Apple on Nokia
balance indicator downwards in Figure
10 from an unfavourable (to Nokia) 1.263
to a favourable 0.526. Thus, in this
venue Apple would have needed 1.9
times (1.0/.526 is the height of inverse
Xi at this point) the number of patents
it had in suit at that time to reach a
balanced impact on Nokia (Apple would
have had to file a counterclaim with at
least five additional patents).
• On 14th June 2011, 75 days after the last
www.iam-magazine.com
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Figure 11. Nokia v Apple: ITC venue, hypothetical scenario had Apple not settled (market view)
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patents were added into the suits in the
ITC, it was announced that Apple and
Nokia had reached a settlement “through
a licensing agreement that will commit
Apple to make a one-time payment to
Nokia and to pay regular royalties in the
future”. This outcome is completely in
line with the imbalance detected above in
the Xi balance indicator. Industry analysts
estimated that the impact on Apple was
in the neighbourhood of three-quarters of
a billion dollars for the one-time payment
along with a royalty rate on iPhone
shipments in the 1% to 2% range.

Apple had redefined the market for cell
phones as a market for “small application
tablets that supported voice”, and that this
was going to drive Nokia’s market share
down while substantially impacting on its
dollar gross margins due to declining product
sales. Thus, with a downward trend in its
own market share to bolster its assertion
impact, what better way to attempt to recoup
lost product margins? Convoluted as this
logic may be, it does have a strategic
rationale such that Nokia through this
mechanism essentially charged Apple for
every market share point it gained.

It is worth asking what might have
happened had Apple not settled when it did.
As Figure 11 portrays, the scale of the
settlement values – at least in the ITC
– would have been multiplied by an
estimated factor of 3.95 if the case had
continued with the same number of patents
on both sides going into January 2012. The
driving force behind this is the forecast by
Gartner and others that Nokia’s market
share would decline further to
approximately 10% of the smartphone
market by that time. Had Apple tried to
counter-assert to bring itself back to
assertion impact balance in the ITC, Apple
would have needed to have 23 patents in
suit – 4.56 times the five patents it had in
suit in that venue at the time it settled on
the assumption that Nokia entered no new
patents into the fray in the interim.
As we have little transparency to the
decisions made in such matters, it is worth
thinking about the strategic imperatives that
Nokia had to consider in launching its
assertion campaign against Apple when it
did. Nokia most certainly recognised that

The character of patents needed for
such negotiations
To this point, we have taken it on faith that
if a patent was asserted and said to read on
infringing products it was asserted against,
then the infringement was observable and all
participants agreed that the patent was valid.
This does not always happen in such cases
and products are often found not to infringe
the patents asserted against them. In patent
negotiations between wireless
communications industry rivals, one quickly
comes to the view that a significant aspect of
the dialogue between them before they ever
get into court is the number of patents
essential to communications standards held
by each party. Essential patents are
important in the dialogue between wireless
industry adversaries because:
• Infringement is a given if you practise
a mandatory standard that the patent
reads on.
• Evidence of use is immediately at hand
without extensive reverse engineering.
• No work-around is possible, since noninfringing standard-compliant products
Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012 19
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•

are not feasible.
There are accurate forecasts of
shipments for the infringing products
and thus royalty revenues can be
estimated rather well.

If it can be verified that the patents
involved truly are essential to the standards
they read on and the particular standards
involved are mandatory, it becomes a matter
of determining what the shipment volumes
are by each party for each of the relevant
standards and the number of essential
patents that each holds for each standard.
In such negotiations numerous gambits
get deployed; one of the favourites is to
assert a patent that is essential in fact, but is
not declared essential to any patent pool or
registry. In such an instance the appearance
of the patent in the discussion is something
of a surprise for the opposite party,
particularly when the now-visible asset is
not subject to the fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory royalty restrictions of any
patent pool. Further, one of the parties could
easily hold patents that read on a major
profitable product line of its adversary that is
well outside of the wireless communications
space; this leads to the thought that large
conglomerate firms with product lines across
many market sectors may find themselves
inordinately exposed to asymmetric counterassertion in such negotiations.
One asks from whence such patents can
be acquired, since over the short period of a
few years the number of truly essential
patents is almost fixed or might grow slightly
with new grants or diminish somewhat with
the expiration of older patents or both for a
net change that is small. This is what fuels IPdriven M&A, since no operating company
(unless it has gone bankrupt like Nortel)
would ever sell such patents to an adversary.
So, to assuage the hunger for increasingly
more patents to back-stop their IP position,
fast-growing market participants are almost
forced to consider M&A solutions to the
problem since:
• They cannot file and have granted
sufficient quality patents to keep up
with the pace of their growth.
• No competitor presently holding such
patents will sell them to a growing
adversary.
• It is highly unlikely that standards will
evolve at a sufficient pace to encompass
the inventions the company may have
already patented.
Added sophistication
The investigation of this model of balanced
counter-assertion is set out to illuminate
20 Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2012

A

Action plan
Market shares play a significant role when
trying to determine the impact of portfolios
asserted in patent litigation between
operating companies. The goal is to reduce
the difference in assertion impact values to at
least zero or to a balance in your company’s
favour. Accordingly:
• Be fully apprised of your market share
and the market shares of your industry
rivals so that you can be in a position to
counter-assert the patents needed to
prevail both legally and economically in a
patent suit/countersuit combination.
• As your leading products gain market
share, give thought to acquiring patents or
exclusive patent licences that give you
standing and read on the products of your
competitors so that you are in a position
to counter-assert against any competitor
that claims your growing volume of
products is infringing patents it owns.
• Recognise that market shares move with
time and that as negotiation/litigation
proceeds through time, these quantities

•

•

•

•

change. Be in a position to predict where
market shares will be going to assess
the scale of any counter-assertion you
may be required to mount.
Know what your patents per market share
point are in relation to your competitors to
understand who has the strongest IP
position in your market.
Be cognisant of industry rivals which may
be losing market share, as they may be
the most likely source of the next
operating company patent assertion
against you.
If you get into patent litigation, compute
the Xi function regularly for each venue
to assess the economics of your position
at all times.
If your market share is declining, give
careful thought to asserting against
high-growth leaders in your market
which are infringing patents you hold
and capturing segments of your market
share, and do so only if you have the
resources to execute such a plan.

the basic forces at work in markets where
patent assertion plays a role, such as
in wireless communications, and to
build initial tools for attacking such
problems. Much sophistication can be
added to provide variations which allow
assertion impact calculations for very
detailed situations.

Art Monk is vice president, US patent
brokerage at UBM TechInsights
Expansion of the ideas presented in this
article and more formal proofs of them are
available by accessing the full research
paper online at
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1980956
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